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Abstract:  Media is appeared as 4th pillar of democracy after legislature, government and judiciary. Over the past few years the 

media intervention in under trial cases has risen in terrific percentage. It plays a vital position on influencing the judges, 

especially in excessive profile instances. Media dealt with itself as court docket and started out trial on its very own and develops 

a public opinion before the very last decision of the court docket. However, coming across fact and address troubles, whether it's 

miles social, political or financial, are the common undertaking for each judiciary and media. But pre trial publicity of any case 

negatively results the truthful trial. Ultimately it creates warfare among proper of unfastened press and right of fair trial. Also, it 

completely overlooks the golden principle of criminal law ‘presumption of innocence until proven guilty’. On the other hand, 

media additionally raises its voice whenever justice has been denied. This paper is a humble attempt to evaluation media activism 

in present days and its impact on organizing justice inside the society. It additionally focuses mild on what media trial imply, how 

it have an effect on judicial manner, freedom of speech v. Honest trial and law fee record on media trial. 

 

 

Index Terms - Media trail, fair media, media ethics, Judgment, Justice, Influence. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In India, people believe that Media is working as fourth pillar of democracy in country. Consequently, in our democratic us of 

a media perform the vital function of a watchdog and is meant to maintain up a mirror to society. However these days media 

intervention in any below trial instances is massive controversial issue. The primary high minister of impartial India Pandit 

Jawaharlal Nehru remarked- “I would as an alternative have a completely loose press with all the dangers concerned in the 

incorrect use of that freedom than a suppressed or regulated press.” 

Strength has a tendency to deprave and absolute electricity corrupts actually. Possibly our first high minister could not foresee 

the chance concerned in completely loose press that's to get worried into something that's past the ethical limits. Media is 

considered fourth pillar of democracy and to bolster this pillar media many freedoms and immunities has been supplied. It's 

miles groundless to say that unfastened and healthful press is indispensible need of democracy because it informed 

approximately the cutting-edge social, financial and political life of us of a. On issues, which projected through the media, 

people shape their personal evaluations and provide their comments. Such freedom of speech and expression is assured under 

article 19(1) of the constitution. However the freedom is not absolute, unlimited or unfettered as it's far constrained by means 

of the sub clause (2) of the same article. The debate between freedom of speech and expression and the right of honest trial 

were targeted after a sequence of high profile cases whopped via the media. It began in 1807, in the America of the US with the 

case of Aron Burr; subsequently, it erupted in England; it has in the end reached the beaches of India. Media offers their verdict 

even before the finishing touch of trial through courtroom and public bureaucracy an opinion in opposition to accused after 

counting on such verdict. It absolutely ignores the difference among an accused and a convict and, consequently, the golden 

ideas of ‘presumption of innocence until established guilty’ and ‘guilt past reasonable doubt’. If excessive exposure within the 

media approximately a suspect or an accused earlier than trial prejudices a fair trial or results in characterizing him as a person 

who had certainly committed the crime, it amounts to undue interference with the “administration of justice”, calling for 

lawsuits for contempt of court docket towards the media. 
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II. UNDERSTANDING OF MEDIA TRIAL 

‘Trial via media’ is a word popular within the past due 20th century and early twenty first century to explain the impact of 

television and newspaper coverage on someone's reputation by using developing a great perception of guilt or innocence earlier 

than, or after, a verdict in a court docket of law. Media publishes facts about a criminal case as of proper and initiatives an 

accused as convict through court of law. It prejudices the thoughts of the general public. The observations of Mr. Andrew 

Belsey  in his article ‘journalism and ethics, can they co-exist’ (published in media ethics : a philosophical approach, edited by 

Mathew Kieran) quoted via the Delhi high court in mom dairy meals & processing ltd. Zee telefilms aptly describe the scenario 

of today’s media. He says that journalism and ethics stand aside even as journalists are one-of-a-kind facilitators for the 

democratic technique to feature without trouble the media has to follow the virtues of ‘accuracy, honesty, truth, objectivity, 

equity, balanced reporting, admire or autonomy of everyday humans’. Within the temptation to promote stories, what's offered 

is what ‘public is interested in’ rather than ‘what is in public interest’. 

 

III. FAIR TRIALS AND FREEDOM OF SPEECH 

The anxiety between the courts and the media revolves around two general worries. The primary is that there must be no trial 

by means of media; and the second is that it is not for the press or every person else to prejudge a case. Justice demands that 

human beings must be attempted by courts of regulation and now not be pilloried with the aid of the press. In pursuance of the 

preamble of our charter, which guarantees to all residents liberty of thought, expression, notion, faith and worship, article 19(1) 

(a) ensures the fundamental proper of ‘freedom of speech and expression’. Freedom of speech and expression way the proper 

to specific one’s personal views and evaluations freely with the aid of words of mouth, writing, printing, pics or any other 

mode. It therefore includes the expression of 1’s ideas thru any communicable medium or visible representation, such as 

gesture, signs and symptoms and so forth. India does now not have separate provision for freedom of press as furnished in us. 

This freedom covered within the sphere of article 19(1) (a). Consequently, media claims the right to research famous exposes 

and highlight the crook cases. In a democracy humans have the proper to recognize. Media is a method through which humans 

can experience their right to understand about crimes and criminals. Media demands as a consequence proper to carry on free 

trial exposure. But fundamental right enshrined beneath article 19(1) (a) isn't absolute. Affordable regulations may be imposed 

under article 19(2). But 'administration of justice' does now not referred underneath article 19(2) however within the definition 

of 'criminal contempt' under sec. 2 of the contempt of courts act,1971, interference of administration of justice is in reality 

referred and under sec. Three thereof it's miles amounting to contempt. Then again, accused has fundamental proper of fair trial 

which flows from article 21 of the constitution to be study with article 14 and to make sure this proper to a truthful trial is one 

of the maximum vital capabilities of an independent judiciary. In Manu Sharma v. State (NCT of Delhi), the apex courtroom 

has extensively found approximately the risk of trial by using media. It opined: there is hazard of serious hazard of prejudice if 

the media physical games an unrestricted and unregulated freedom such that it publishes pix of the suspects or the accused 

before the identification parades are constituted or if the media publishes statements which out rightly keep the suspect or the 

accused responsible even earlier than such an order has been surpassed through the court. Similarly it discovered despite the 

significance of the print and digital media inside the cutting-edge, it is not only suited but the least this is expected of the 

people on the helm of affairs in the area, to make sure that trial through media does not impede truthful investigation by way of 

the investigating organization and more importantly does no longer prejudice the right of defence of the accused in any way in 

any respect. It's going to quantity to travesty of justice if either of this causes impediments within the conventional really 

appropriate and truthful research and trial. It also held that presumption of innocence of an accused is a criminal presumption 

and ought to not be destroyed at the very threshold via the system of media trial and that too when the research is pending. In 

that occasion, it'd be against the very simple rule of regulation and could impinge upon the safety granted to an accused below 

article 21 of the charter. It is important for the preservation of dignity of the courts and is one of the cardinal principles of the 

rule of law in a loose democratic us of a, that the criticism or even the reporting mainly, in sub judice topics have to be 

subjected to check and balances in order now not to intervene with the management of justice. 

 

IV. POPULAR CASES OF MEDIA TRIAL 

In Indrani Mukherjee’s case the media is serving up saucy headlines and nuggets of facts that has much less to do with truth 

accumulating than to do with the man or woman assassination of a woman, who's married three times, has been bold, has lived 

the excessive existence and has supposedly got a pile of skeletons in her cupboard. In 2008, the murder of 14 years teenage 

Arushi Talwar within hours of homicide several television crews and journalists were inside and out of the Talwar house, 

trampling all over the proof. The media appreciably mentioned the alleged sexual dating among the woman and the Talwar’s 

male servent as also the greater-marital affair of her father with a co-dentist. It denounced the ‘sensationalist’ media reports 

that had been without ‘sensitivity, taste and decoram’. “Media has performed a large role in growing a perception 

approximately us, and it has broken our case”, dr. Nupur Talwar informed the BBC in November 2013. “The honour of my 14 

years teenage has been shattered: she can't protect herself. Each day i make an apology to her for what people have done to her. 

I, as a mom and man or women, cannot apprehend. Each night I’ve to say sorry to her.” besides the regulation perspective, the 

society will pay loads for the fake sting operation and media intrusion usually. 
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V. INVESTIGATION GET INFLUENCED BY MEDIA TRIALS 

In Jessica Lal murder case, Manu Sharma, son of Haryana congress leader Vinod Sharma killed Jessica in a bar on April 29, 

1999 because she refused to serve him liquor. Courtroom acquitted all the nine accused because of loss of proof. However the 

case was reopened after media intervention and public outcry, which led Manu Sharma guilty and sentenced to life 

imprisonment. In media pointers case sc laid down hints touching on reporting by way of the media of topics that are 

subjudice. Courtroom can restriction the media from reporting if the necessities of justice so call for. In pursuance of the equal 

orders prohibiting guide for a temporary length throughout the direction of trial may be passed in exercise of the inherent 

powers of the high court docket. In addition court docket discovered that passing of such order might not be violation of article 

19(1) (a) for charter, for such freedom is problem to restrict at the ground of “contempt of courtroom” provided underneath 

article 19(2). Trial through newspaper comes in the category of acts which interferes with the direction of justice or due 

management of justice. 

 

VI. INFLUENCE OF MEDIA TRIALS ON CRIMINAL CASES 

Sometimes media create strain on police. As a result to avoid public pressure police introduce a tale that they have confession 

of suspect. Even though confession in the front of police isn't always applicable in the courtroom, but the wrong records of the 

confession becomes the motive to wreck his/her destiny. Media tasks accused or suspect as a responsible a good deal before the 

verdict of the courtroom. If, ultimately, such accused or suspect is acquitted after the due method inside the courtroom, even it 

will not help the accused to rebuild his lost image in society. 

 

VII. INFLUENCE OF MEDIA TRIALS ON JUDICIARY 

Considerable use of media has prejudicial impact on judiciary additionally. Y. Okay. Sabharwal, leader justice of India said 

that the trial by way of the media has been widely condemned by way of the judicial fraternity in India at the floor that judges 

are stricken by such treatment of cases by means of the media. If this keeps, there cannot be any conviction. Judges are 

careworn due to the fact the media has already given a verdict. Hon’ble justice d. M. Dharmadhikari, chairman, m. P. Human 

rights fee located that there is usually a danger that judges get encouraged by means of the flowing air of feedback made upon 

a particular controversy. The media offers the case in this type of way to the general public that if judgments pass an order 

towards the “media verdict”, he or she is deemed either as corrupt or biased. The appreciation of the evidence by way of the 

general public and the judiciary may additionally vary. While the people are convinced of the guilt of the accused, the court, 

after meticulous exam of the proof may additionally acquit him. Such variations in notion weaken the religion of the public 

within the criminal justice device. In the long run, pre-trial exposure undermines the criminal justice machine and overturns the 

rule of thumb of regulation or pubic agitation is the very antithesis of the rule of regulation. It can nicely lead to miscarriage of 

justice. A judge has to shield himself towards any such strain and he's to be guided strictly through the rules of regulation. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

From the entire state of affairs the words of Justice R. S. Chouhan are really worth noting, “The judiciary and the media 

proportion a commonplace bond and play a complimentary position to every different guy is the centre of their universe. While 

the media explores, discovers, and well-known shows the achievements and follies of man, the judiciary offers with the felony 

troubles created with the aid of him. Each the judiciary and the media are engaged in the identical assignment: to discover the 

reality, to uphold the democratic values and to deal with social, political and economic issues. The media, in reality, has been 

known as the handmaiden of justice, the watchdog of society; the judiciary, the dispenser of justice and the catalyst for social 

reforms. As a result, both are crucial for the progress of a civil society.” regardless of any attempt to modify media, it must take 

in the self duty to paintings inside the sphere of fair, accurate and balanced reporting. 
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